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SCJm 'l'RAITS OF CERTAm STUDENT-ELECI'ED COLlEGE WDERS 

CHAPTF.R I 

PURPOSES AND PLAN OF STUDY 

The purposes of this study are (a) to determine certain traits 

of pereooality by me&ne of fairly well-standardized tests in 

certain students who have been elected to office by their fellows, 

and (b) to determine whether any of those traits are associated 

with leadership as shown by these groups. If the study should 

demonstrate that leaders possess certain personality traits which 

are lacking in non-leaders, it may be possible or desirable for 

students to watch for such traits in eelect:tng those who would be 

beet qualified to lead in their organizations. 

For this study, a "leader" is defined as a student who is an 

office-holder elected by his or her fellow students or who has been 

shown preferment by being placed in a position of leadership in 

some other way by them. These individuals had acquired positions 

of leadership although there is no way of lmowing, at the present 

time, whether those chosen as leaders were as capable in those 

positions as were others in their groups who were probably equally 

available but were not chosen at least at that time. 

A "trait" has been defined by Webster as a "distinguishing 

quality of character, mind, etcJ a characteristicJ a peculiarity" 

(40, p.l059) 

The material used in this stuct_y consists of the 11 InYentory of 
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Factors STOOR" by J. P. Guilford; the "Heston Personal Adjustment 

Inventory" by Joseph c. Heston; the ~innesota Multiphasic 

Personality Inventory" by s. R. Hathaway and J. c. McKinleY} and a 

record of offices or other positions of leadership held by each of 

the so-called leaders. 

The people tested include three groups r ( 1) fifteen leaders 

from the graduating class of 1952 of Albright College, Reading, 

Pennsylvania} (2) !'ifteen non-leaders from the same class at the 

same institution; and (3) eighteen leaders from Oregon State 

College, Corvallis, Oregon, who were members of the student senate 

or held other positions o!' praninence on that campus during the 

academis year 1952-53. 

The method used in this study consisted of giving the three 

inventories both at Albright College and at Oregon State College, 

under the loosely standardized conditions pertinent to them. Since 

the taking of these inventories was very time-consuming, some 

persuasion was required td get these students to agree to fill in 

the inventories. It is believed however, that having agreed to 

fill them in carefully and honestJ.s' the students did so whether 

under the eye of the writer of this thesis or her assistant or 

working alone, as some of them did on the Heston Inventory. 

Reports of their own accomplishments on these inventories and 

the meanings of these were given each student in the study. This 

not only assured interest among these volunteers but helped, at 

least to assure honesty. 
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Setting. Albright College is a liberal arts co-educational, 

church-related college, in Reading, Pennsylvania, an industrial 

city with a population of 1091 3201 located fifty-three miles from 

Philadelphia. Ninety per cent of the people in Reading are native 

white, and eighty-eight per cent wer e born in the State of 

Pennsylvania. They are chiefly -pennsylvania Germans,• whose 

ancestors came from the German Palatinate before the Revolutionary 

War. In metropolitan Reading, which includes the suburbs and 

has a total population or 255,7401 there are 688 industrial plants 

manufacturing chief~ the following productsJ hosiery (silk, 

rayon, cotton, and wool); machinery and parts; automobile parts; 

iron and steel bars; underwear; iron and steel castings; 

confectionery; and stoves 1 heaters 1 and ranges. Reading leads the 

nation in the manufacture of hosiery. The surrounding area is 

chiefly farm land. 

In 1952, there were 555 students at Albright College, of whom 

eighty-one per cent were from Pennsylvania, twelve per cent from 

New Jersey, and five per cent from New York State. About fifty 

per cent were from the city of Reading. The student body at 

Albright College has always been very homogeneous. 

Oregon State College 1 located in Corvallis, Oregon, is the 

federal land-grant college of Oregon, state supported, coeduca

tional, organized on university plan with liberal arts and 

sciences (lower division, school of science), professional schools 

or agriculture, buainess and technology 1 education, engineering 
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and indu!tri&l arts, forestry, home economics, and pharmacy, 

divisions of p~aical education and of defense education (air, 

army, navy), and & graduate schoolJ divisions of research and 

and extension. !hrollment in 1952 totaled 5,002, of whom eighty

me per cent were from Oregcn, fifteen per cent · from thirty-nine 

other states, one and one-h!llt per cent from four United States 

territories, and cne and one-half per cent from thirty-nine 

foreign countries. Twenty per cent were !rom the county in which 

the college ia located. Corvallis (population 16,207) is 

eighty-two miles south of Portland at the heart or the Willamette 

Valley. The leading occupatioos are farming, lumber products, 

poultr,. raising, da1J7 products, and engi.rieering. 



CHAPI'ER II 

WHAT IS rEADERSHIP? 

As each new freshman class arrives on the college campus, 

cne wonders who the leaders will be and whlt qualities they 

possess which will cause their fellow classmates to believe that 

they can assume leadermip w1. th pranise of doing well. In looking 

at the list of seniors, one tries to recall whether the leaders 

in that group are the same people who were leaders during their 

freshman year. Will the leaders among the s'bldents later assume 

positions of leadership in their camnunities? Are any special 

qualities related to leadership and, if so, what are they? Is 

the current leadership ccnstructive or destructive or merely idle? 

Although almost endless material has been written about leaders 

and leadership over many centuries, me wonders about its worth. 

Has any of it arriTed at the essence of leadership or even near 

it? Is there any agreement as to what leadership is? 

After reading 1360 articles on the subject or leadership 

the writer has selected a fn excerpts as a sampling of otherst 

attempts to clarify the meaning of leadership and has made 

abstracts or some of the studies which appeared in the literature. 

Among those omitted were articles about certain ecclesiastical, 

political, m d milltary leaders; studies or people whose names 

appeared in such biographical booka, as Who's Who in !merica, 

which, in the opinicn or the writer, state what the individuals 

haTe achieTed bat not the effec~a of their accom.plialmentaJ 
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advice on how to train leaders for specific sports; articles which 

are repetitious of what others have said or very similar ·to them; 

and studies which are vague or do not seam to be of aqy value to 

the present study. 

Definition of Leaders hip 

Among the many definitions of leadership are those which 

imply that the individual directs the way1 goes ahead of, exerts 

influence over the group 1 or is first in rank. leadership 

determines the "social weal or woe• by establishing "the direction 

and extent or s9cial events" (29, P• 575) 

Leadership is the ability to keep "in advance of the crowd" 

without becoming detached from it; but influencing it so that it 

wlll see, feel, and desire what the leader desires (7, p.l3) 

Leadership is the process of producing "changes in attitudes 

and in the overt behavior of those lead in such a way that they 

find the views and activities of the leader desirable" (16, p.454) 

Leadership consists of " a state of being first, as found in 

such cases as the leading brand of soap, leading inventors, 

leading discoverers, and leaders in scientific thought, etc." 

(35, p.248) 

~ Sanderson states that there can be "no such thing as 

leadership in general. There are certain abilities and attributes 

and knowledges that made for leadership in one group or situation 

are different frcxn those applicable to others. Leadership is a 

relation, and it Jll18t alJrays be specific J that is 1 one is always 
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a l~ader for a particular situation" (36 1 p.51) 

Chevalier, in the following, is somewhat but not wholly 

pessimistic about leaders. "Too often, wha.t passes for leadership 

ie nothing more than the cheapest opportunism. The .tact that a 

man may achieve preferment or pos i tion in business , 1n 

organization work, or in politics does not mean that he is a 

leader. That depends wholly on how he uses the influence tha. t may 

attach to his position. Nowhere is the term •leadership' . more 

abused than in politics ••• Leadership iB not merely sensing the 

trend of the crowd in order to run with it. Yet, too often, that 

is what passes for leadership in politics ••• 

"But sooner or later, in peace or in war, comes an emer gency. 

Then we must look to our woul~e leaders for something more 

than expedient opportunism of normal times. Then true leadership 

means leading with the chin. It means necks stuck out, even at 

the risk of' the axe. Then the politician must give way to the 

statesnan if the people are not to perish" (11, p.99) 

These definitions define acts or situations of leadership 

but do not designate its characteristics or qualities, nor specify 

the various types of leadership. ( In its simplest form,~~ leadership 

is the act of preceding and being followed by one or more persons . 

A. group which is obliged to choose someone as its leader is likely 

to select anyone who will be expected to go ahead of or influence 

the group to the best of his ability; but when the individuals 

are known, certain qualities may be tul.ly consciously or barely' 
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coneciously taken into consideration b,y the group as it selects 

ite leader. 

Qualities of Leadership 

There is a great deal of duplication in lists of qualities 

of leadership. Many such lists seem rather idealistic. Excerpts 

from some which appear to be more practical have been selected. 

According to Tead the qualities of leadership are "(1) Pqysical 

and nervous energy, (2) a sense of purpose and direction, 

(3) enthusiasm, (4) friendliness and affection, (5) integrity, 

(6) technical mastery, (7) decisiveness, (8) intelligence, 

(9) teaching skill, and (lO) ~faith" (38, p.83) 

Sanderson suggests certain innate qualities of leadership. 

"I presume we would agree that there are certain personal 

qualities that we commonly recognize as innate that qualify for 

leadership and whose possession brings those so endowed into 

positions of leadershipa (1) A good pqysique, strength, stature, 

and pqysical qualities that have always commanded respect and 

are advantageous, other things being equal ••• (2) Self

assertiveness and self-confidence are qualities that seem to be 

inborn in some individuals ••• (3) Superior mental ability is 

undoubtedly imate and makes it easier for individuals so endowed 

to become leaders providing they are willing to assume the 

responsibilities involved. (4) Amiability, friendliness, and 

symptqy••• n (36, pp.47-48) 
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llcCuen, on the other hand, believes that the quail ties are 

the same for leaders am non-leaders but that those of leaders 

are more pronounced than those of the nm-leaders. "There is 

problbly no doubt but what the leader and the camnon man posses 

the same qualities or characteristics. The difference between 

the leader and the camnon man lies in t~ fact that the fonner 

poese~see the necessary qualities to a greater degree and in 

different combl.nations. The combinations of qualities and the 

degree of each will depend on the vpe of leader and (1'1 the 

position or situation in lrilich he finds himself. 

"Some of the qualities or characteristics lrilich seem to 

underlie leadership ability are personality, perseverance, tact, 

courage, initiative, decision, and intelligence••• 

"The inference must not be made tta t all leaders have a high 

degree of intelligence. The assumption must not be made that all 

leaders possess the seven qualities mentioned to the same degree. 

Sane of the qualities may even be passive in leaders in certain 

positions. .A.t all events the prospective leader must have such a 

combination of quailties that he may sell himself to the group 

which he aspires to lead" (32, pp.89-90) 

.A. group of five hundred members in ru.perVision of workers 

with diesel engines subnitted the follO'Yii.ng list of leadership 

qualitiess "dependability, honesty, initiative, adaptability, 

ambitim, fairness, ctaracter, loyalty, judgment, salesmanship, 

courage, Bincerity, self-cmfidence, resourcefulness, self-control, 

http:follO'Yii.ng
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courtesy, observation, tact, imagination and sense of humor• 

(30, p.30) 

The feminine point of view or at least the viewpoint of a 

part of the women is shcmn in an essay cmtest held ~ the Ladies 

Home Journal. "The six quailties most frequent)3 mentioned in 

a hundred of these essays were courage, love and understanding of 

humanity, self-eacrifice, sincerity and tenaci~ of purpose, 

personality, and vision" (19, P·") 

Cabot has placed one quality above all others. "The most 

impressive quality of the great executive is a sort of chann which 

draws men after him, the magnetic attraction of powerful persoo

ality. This is the essential feature of all leadership, whether 

of the military, educational, or industrial type. All great war 

captains have had it, all true prophets and teachers and all great 

captains of industry" (10, p.94) 

Delinquency has its leaders just as much as socially accept

able activities. The underworld is just as real as any other part 

of society although it may be tmkncnm to us. Judge Van Waters, 

loog a juvenile court judge in tos Angeles, wrote: "What is the 

secret of attraction, the significance of personality, that leads 

ycnmg people to follow tmdesirable leaders and embark on 

anti-social courses? ••• 

"Leadership is always mysterious. We do not know the physical 

and mental forcea that lie back of the personality that becomes a 

a ~amic center. But n are beginning to understand some of the 
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conditions under which it manifests itself in anti-social ways. 

The delinquent girl hae tremendous vitality." She :tBs vigor, 

b01lctleas, pleaeing manners as well as rudeness. She knows much 

about the adult world regarding drinking, smoking, and swearing, 

and ehe is skilled in repartee. "One thing may be said f or 

these delinquent leaders. Their leadership is careless, nonchalant 

and unpremeditated" (39, pp.49B-501) 

Behnke's words might be used as a summary of most of that 

which has preceded, namely, "The quality of leadership, in ita 

broadest sense, can mean the ability to master things or the power 

to influence people toward the good or the l:ad, in a realm as 

l1m1ted as the back room of a pool hall or as vast as the world• 

(4, p.397) 

Types of Leadership 

A. ttempts :tBve been made to classify leadership according to 

types, kinds, or varieties, such as that of the headman, the 

autocrat, the dictator; the paternalistic type; or the democratic 

type. i headman is usually defined as a chief or director, who 

is in the place of ccmnand or of leadership. Cowley does not 

consider every headman a leader despite the fact that he may occupy 

a position of leadership. "Many a man who holds a position of 

leadership fails to lead. He is therefore a headman but not a 

leader. lor example, Lincoln ...as a great leader, but in the face . 

ot m iapending natimal crisis his predecessor, Buchanan, merely 
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marked time" (14, P• 548) 

Autocratic leadership is domineering, despotic, absolute. 

Examples of this type are Alexander the Great and Napoleon. "The 

autocratic leader •keeps his followers in line•. He cajoles, 

flatters and frightens his arm,y of docile servants• (21, p.33) 

The leadership of the dictator may be more compelling than 

that of the autocrat. It may emphasize force. Examples are the 

leadership of Hitler and Stalin. -the Dictator, knowing well that 

his greatest peril lies in the emergence of a rival, takes vigorous 

measures to prevent any such challenger from making himself heard. 

Censorship, suppression, exile, prison--these are the armor or 

dictatorship" (5, p.93) 

The effects of dictatorship are expressed by Bluemel. 

"Mental misrepresentation is at its worst when a people is ruled 

by a dictator. 

The dictator reaches his position of dominace by reason of 

his agressive personality, and he must necessaril,y possess in a 

marked degree that militant spirit that sets him apart 

psychologically from the people wham he governs" (6, p.235) 

The paternalistic type of leadership is that of the parent, 

clergyman, teacher, and case-"rorker, who take a special interest 

in the individual, try to arouse in him new attitudes which will 

be beneficial to him, and teach him to assume responsibilities 

and develop satisf.ying experiences. 

The democratic type of leadership is that in which the leader 
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of a group worke w1 th the members in developing their ideals or 

purpoeee, planning their program, or planning for a specific cause 

out~ide the group. The leader draws the members into partici

pation, etimulates than to express themtJelves, teaches them how 

to think, draws out ideas fran them, makes suggestions, inspires 

the followers to carry out suggestions which ld.ll benefit the 

group, and guides the group in specific situations. 

In a democracy the "leader ie serving not merely his own 

immediate end, but the general welfare too. He is willing to 

serve within the group, doing his individual task as creatively 

as possible. He does not wish to dominate but to talk things out. 

He is the leader because he can get people's participation, be

cause he can see and act most clearly, and because he is willing 

to be responsible. He is a great leader in proportion to the 

number ot people he speaks for and. his abillty to get them to 

think 1n tenns of the larger good" (27, p.22) 

Mort distinguishes between two types of leadership. The one 

is what Cowley lfOUld call headmanship, for it is that of cne who 

assumes a position of leadership but does not concentrate on 

influencing the people. "Crt the one hand, any individual who 

excels or ranlal high in oome field (e.g., ·in the sciences and the 

arts), but his leadership may not take the form of devotion to 

others; he may concentrate ort the achievement of objectives in his 

own field. For example, he may be a 'leading' scientist or 

uthematioian. 



"On the otoor hand, an individual who uses his influence 

more directly with people in clarifying and directing their 

group purpose, decision, and action is a leader of another sort. 

is contrasted with the other type of leader mentioned, this type 

is conscious of his influence on people's conductJ he is inten

tionally bent upon achievement in his field and not upon leading 

people. · 

''Examples of the two types of leader would be Einstein-- a 

•leading• physicist-and Lincoln, one who influenced inten

tionally a people's judgments of what to think and do" (34, 

p.$62) 

Harding suggests twenty-one varieties of leadership. Tr.e 

writer ·believes he is factual as well as facetious. The twenty-

one varieties of educational leadership are: "1. The Autocrat. 

This variety takes a serious view of its responsibilities. 

Issues and proposals are faced squarely as they are presented. 

The first question asked is 1 •Will this work?' It throws the 

burden of proof on the one making the proposal. 2. The-
Cooperative Variety. Self-effacing in a deliverate way. 3. The 

Elder Statesman. Few individuals have the temerity to make 

proposals to one who has seen so much in his time. 4. The Boy-

i.shl.y Eager Variety. Each problem is met with a fresh flow of 

enthusiasm. 5. The Pontifical Variety. Proposals are heard with 

a soleman mien. 6. The Honestly MuddJ.ed. It used to be easy to 

' 

http:MuddJ.ed
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lmow what to do. Nowadays, with so many ideas and proposals, 

it is harder to Sef! the rj eht directioo. 7. The Loyal L1ne

and-3taff VariE>t.y. The keynote is loyalty••• All issues are 

referred to the 'next-in-line.' 8. The Educational Prophet. 

In the foreseeable future there are predicated changes of such 

a sweeping naturA and great magnitude that the present proposal 

is seen ae insignificant. '1· Tne Scientific Variety. No move ie 

made w1 thout a thorough study. 10. The Mystic. Proposals are 

examined in tm light of the Ultimate Good. 11. The Dogmatic 

Variety. As soon as a proposal is made, preferably before it is 

explained, a few choice platitudes are stated firmly ••• 'I don•t 

want to be dogmatic about this, oot---1 The suggestion is 

'butted over' for keeps. 12. The Open-Minded. Each proposal is 

swept away by new ideas coming later. 13. The Philosophic Varie!Z· 

This type sees the need to examine all points of view. 14. ~ 

Business Expert. He reduces ever.ything to its simplest terms-

time, staff, money-end points out that there is not enough time 

for present activities. 15. The Benevolent Despot. He agrees 

that the proposal is probably a good idea, but says ne must 

protect his staff. 16. The Child Protector. Our children are t.oo 

precious to be experimented w1. th. 17. The Laissez-Faire Variety .. 

Indicating that those making proposals are responsible for them. 

18. The Community-Minded. Is the Community ready for this step? 

19. The Blase Cynic. Sees all-lmows all, even before it is 

explained. 20. The Optimist. Cheery, ebullient :members of this 
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Tariety--eonfident--eTerything is going .flne. 21. The 

Democratic Varietz••• hears all evidence, using an efficient 

parliamentary procedure" (25, pp.299-302) 

Developing Leadership 

There are various ways in which one may assume leadership, 

n8Jrlcl.y, by taking charge because no one else cares to do so, by 

taking charge before there is an opportunity to select a leader, 

or by being placed in a position of leadership without thought of 

whether one possesses any special ability to lead. Fate also may 

play an important role in the selection of one who must assume 

leadership. In some instances a person assumes a position of 

leadership by being the next in line when a vacancy occurs. 

"Theodore Roosevelt and Calvin Coolidge first became 

presidents of the United States because th~ were vice-presidents 

at a time when a presidEnt in office passed away. The initial 

opportmity to occupy t}"l..is high post came abcut through forces 

quite outside thenselves. 

"Franklin D. Roosevelt became President in an hour of the 

country's need when a strong affirmative attack upon the 

demoralizing inroads of the worst depression in American history 

was popularly demanded. An opportunity for constructive leader

ship was urgently presented. The times were with him. 

"The careers of Lenin, Mussolini, Hitler and Gandhi are all 

hard to dissociate !ran the circumstances of time and place in 
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which they functioned. 

•These are, of course, instances of leaders of large affairs. 

But it can be sholll to be generally trua that every leader is aa 

much a product of the setting of h}-e life and times as of his om 

will to power. How great a leader one become s may be gr eatly 

conditioned by pereonal factors. a,t the opportunity to lead is 

furnished by the total environment. It is always related to 

spec:tfic situatione and needs. Crtly partially do~s the leader 

by virtue of innate powers wrest the right to lead from reluctant 

surrrund:ings. The eurround1nga must be ripe for cohesive and 

energizing action" (38, p.22) 

Numeroue articles can be found in 11terature which refer to 

leaderehip as being inborn, that it can be detected early, that 

it w.i.ll appear without any special effect on the ~rt of the 

individual, and that it cannot be learned. Bryant gives an 

eX8Jilple of a born leader whose ability to lead die:.~ appear 

early. "The idea that talert will always find its own level or 

be properly utilized is not borne out by the records of human 

experience. Even the career of a natural and born leader like 

Winstoo Clmrchill is anything rut inevitable. Though born into 

the purple, gifted by the gods with a dominant intellect1 a poet's 

intuitioo and an imperial will, and presented while still in his 

thirties with cne of the greatest opportunities in history, he 

still looked at the age or sixty-four as if he was going to pa.ss 

tram the political scene• (8, p.825) 
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In contrast with the attitude of those l'bo affirm that 

leadership is inborn ie the attitude that leadership ability can 

be enhanced by teaching. No one, however, as far as this writer 

knows, goes so far as to deny that unspecified awounts of certain 

inborn traits must be present before effective training in leader

~hip can take place. 

"Plato believed strongly in differences of hereditary 

endowment, rut relied, it will be recalled, on a selective and 

Tery oare.f\11 training-program to detennine the leaders of the 

State" (1, p.83) 

That developing leadership takes time is brcught out in 

several excerpts. "Plato recognized the existence of individual 

differences in natural endowments; he also recognized tl'at the 

discovery of these differences must be made early and 

ecntinuouely through childhood, youth, and manhood••• With special 

reference to the selection of the future leaders he insisted 

equally en an early start, for 'apparently it will belong to us 

to choose out, if we can, that special order of natural 

endowments which qualifies its possessors for the guardianship of 

a state•" (31, p.566) 

"The basic course in leadership is the neighborhood play

gromd. Every gang of 'kids' at a school has a leader. The next 

step is during high school years, on the athletic field, in 

school politics or in the Boy Scouts. Finally, the acid test of a 

man' • leadership comes wnen he is thrust upm the world wi. th only 
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his cmn abilities to ~ide him to success. If his qualities for 

leadership have been developed properly, he becomes a leader in 

hie church, in hie fraternal organizatioo, in civic affairs, or 

b\ls1.nees • 

"MY contention is that the seed of leadersnip must be planted 

early in life and nursed into maturity" (41, p.64) 

Places in which opportuni~ to assume responsibility might 

be offered to students are in student government, scnool clubs, 

assemblies, and social functions. In any of these the students 

would find a variety of programs 1n which oo-the-job training 

could be g1. ven. 

Bavelas ruggests varying the training program in accordance 

with tne setting. "The uniqueness of a particular organization 

is partly due to the way in whicn the life space of the leader and 

his grrup is structural. Therefore, if a leadership training 

program is intended to help a leader perform his designated 

function, it must be appropriate to his setting. In other words, 

the ideas and techniques which are being taught snould be in 

harmony with the aims, traditions, regulations, etc., of the 

organization in which the leader is working" (2, p.426) 

Williamson stresses training lay leadersr~p in the rural 

communi~. "Leadership is acquired rather than innate. It i s a 

result. o!· tne functional processes of g-.roup action. The true lay 

leader is a member of his group, whether he has created the group 

or it has drafted him. Leadersnip itseli" is a funct1on, and one 
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individual may be the leader of the group for one function while 

another ie a leader for a second and altogether different function 

on the same occasion. Leadership often best develops under the 

stimulus of a definite need creat ed by a changing &nviromaent" 

(L3, p.81) 

According to White, society forces certain individuals to 

assume positions of responsibility. "Although the personal 

qu alities of the leader himself are certainly not to be under

estimated, he is never in any real sense a self-made man. Leaders 

are to a great extent forced to the surface by the society in 

which they live ••• There can be no leader who is not supported by 

the led. Therefore the problem of producing a desirable leader

ship in our society is essentially a problem of popular education. 

It is not enough to select young men and women of brilliance, 

to give them the best possible training, and then to place them 

in positions of responsibility. It is far more important to 

develop in the great mass of our people a discriminating ~aste in 

leadership so that the millions who will never themselves be 

leaders may recognize clearly the type of leadership which th6,Y 

wish and may support intelligently the individuals who embody it" 

(u2, p.656) 

From the foregoing excerpts it will be seen that no 

definition of leadership has been arrived at which satisfies 

everyone, there is no agreement in the number and qualities of 

leadership, there is disagreement in regard to the types of 
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leadership, and whether or not leadership can be taught is 

disputed. The relAtione of leadership to other human 

characteristics such ae force, diplomacy, strength, endurance, 

cunning, ruthlessness, and even deoeit are yet to be answered. 

't'he a ge at which leadership appears 1n one• s ll.fe and s.ny earl1 

indications of its presence have not yet, as far a s t hi s writer 

knows, been studied systematicalzy. Whether leadership and its 

potentialities are born in one person to a larger extent than 1n 

another perscn, apart from intelligence and other possibly related 

traits, are questions whose answem await further study'.. Some 

· selected studies on various aspects. of leadership are brief~ 

summarised in the following chapter. 
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CHAPI'ER III 

S&IECTED STUDIES IN lEADERSHIP 

Experiments in leaderehlp which were not related to the 

pre~ent study", thos e which were cnl;y remotely r elated, an d t hose 

which would not lend any specific value to it have not been 

included in this study. Fran the studies whi.ch remained a fn 

were selAoted as a sampling of attempts to answer through 

experiment eane ot the questions m leadership regarding ita 

qualities, types, training, and persistence. 

Qualities of Leadership 

Middletm llmited his study to thirty leaders, at De Pauw 

University, who were presidents of some organization m the 

college campus. Selecting 156 students to rate these leaders, he 

totmd that the six characteristics which they rated highest were 

•character, intelligence, persistence, accura~, sociability, and 

judgment• (JJ, pp.199-201) 

Dexter asked 209 --girls at Agnes Scott College , a small college 

tor womEn near Atlanta, Georgia, to name the ten most popular 

girls m the campus and to list the qualities which made them 

popular. The highest Totes were for friendliness, good 

disposition, Jivacity, wit, and pleasing personality (1?, 

pp.758-60) 

neadng selected eeventq-one Horace Mann School girls f rom 
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the ninth, tenth, and eleventh grades and asked each of them to 

check .from a list of forty-six traits the ones which they would 

attribute to each girl, then he asked them to check on a scale 

of ten the intensity of their feelings toward each girl. The 

teachers were asked to do t he s ame. The r esults s howed tha t four 

traits were significant in their association with leadership, 

n...'lrrely1 "liveliness, wide interest, intelligence, and being a 

•good sport'" (20, pp.596-605) 

Hanawalt and Richardson canpared the responses, on the 

125-item Bernreuter Inventory, ot ninety supervisors with those ot 

eighty-eight non-supervi.s ors, and fifty-seven office-holders wi-th 

seventy non-office-holders. The results of the analyses s eemed 

to indicate that the leaders (the supervisors and office- holders) 

were better adjusted, more dominant, and more self-sufticent than 

the non-leaders (the non-supervisors and non-office-holders). The 

leaders and non-leaders did not differ in sociability 

(23, pp.397-411) 

Burnett made a study of college campus l eaders to determine 

the qualities associated with leadership. He made up a 

sociometric test which he gave to 464 sophomores and which 

contained such questions as: "Whom would you prefer as social 

chairman of an all-campus dance?" These students had 9o6 

sophomores from whom to sel ect t heir l eaders. The t hirty-nine 

students who received thirty or rnor e votes each r epresented only" 

five per cent of the sophomore alass. One hundred sixty-three 
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eligible students did not receive any votes. The two who received 

the highest number of notes had already received campus 

recognition by being mentioned in the college paper forty-eight 

times during the year. He then drew up a list of twenty-six 

personality traits in the form o! a Guess Who test and the same 

group of sophomores were asked to try to match the questions with 

the ones whom they had selected as potential leaders or non-leaders. 

"The greatest numbers of votes were cast for the items pleasing 

personality, outstanding athlete, happy disposition, (and) feminine 

attractiveness." Ninety-five of the sophomores were then examined 

for further study. The result showed that "when the sophomores 

voted for leaders on the sociometric test they tended to vote for 

students who had been leaders in high school and who had alreaqy 

become leaders in college" (9, pp.JS-41) 

Clemmer studied leadership among fourteen prisoners, by means 

of interviews, questionnaires, and prison records, with respect to 

the following data; 11 (1) the personality traits of prison leaders, 

(2) the methods of gaining leader status, (3) the tenure of the 

leader and, (4) the general nature of leadership among prisoners 

and its effect in the prison community." He found that none of the 

leaders among the prisoners had been leaders in an organization 

before their incarceration11other than those which were held 

together by criminal activities. 

WWhile the social experiences which the leaders have had have 
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leaders, there seemed to be no situation common to all unless it 

has reference to having engaged in delinquency at an early age." 

The leaders were chiefly the younger 1 IOOra intelligent men with 

worse criminal records than those who did not ass ume leadership 

(12, pp.l361-72) 

Types of Leadership 

Spaulding asked two hundred fifty junior college students to 

vote on those students whom they considered to be the leaders in 

the college. The sixteen who received the greatest number of votes 

were interviewed and judgments on each student were collected fran 

teachers and students. The data suggested five types of leaders; 

"the social climber, the intellectual success, the goog fellow, 

tm big athlete, and the athletic-activity type." The tbig 

athlete' ' was interest chiefly in athletics 1 whereas the 

•athletic-activity type• was interested in athletics plus other 

activities (37 1 pp.l64-68) 

Training in Leadership 

Eichler selected nina traits of leadership on which he se

cured ratings for 181 students in the eleventh and t-welfth 

grades. The traits were established in the following orders 

"Individuality, persisteru;:e, height, self-control, social 

adaptability, acholarahip1 vitality, social intelligence and 
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intelligence.• Four experiments were conducted. in which groups 

were paired, one receiving training in leadership and the other 

not being trained. The result was that the groups which were 

trained rated higher in ability to lead than those which were not 

trained (18, pp.169, 198) 

Bavelas selected six mediocre leaders between the ages of 

thirty-fiTe and forty-fiTe and trained three of than for three 

weeks in democratic procedures of leadership, using the other 

three as a control group. The result was that there was no change 

in procedures among the nm-trained groupf but there was cl'ange 

fr011 authoritarian to group participation among the trained leaders. 

The morale in the trained leaders was raisP-<1 and this in turn 

raised the morale of the children in the groups under their 

supervit!lim. The children in the groups of the trained leaders 

cooperated with one another and with their leaders; they and their 

leaders became much more enthusiastic; and an increase in self

discipllne was noted anong them (3, pp.ll5-19) 

Persistence in Leadership 

Crowley made a study to determine whether student leaders 

excel after graduaticn. From 485 who had been graduated from 

high-school between the years 1927 and 1936, he selected forty

eight men and fifty~ine wanen, who were named by three out of 

four judges as being leaders in their classes. The leaders went 

farther in their schooling and found. better paying positions than 
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the rest of the graduates. The results of the etud;y ehmr "that 

those who take part in student leadership activities are the ooes 

who are moat likely to succeed later, whichever is the cause and 

which the effect" (15, pp.l67-?0) 

To detennine whether or not leadership persists after 

graduation fran high school, Courtenay selected a group of one 

hundred wanEn 'Who had been leaders in high school and had been 

graduated between the years 1922 and 1934. A group of one 

hundred nm-leaders was selected as a control group. The groups 

"were paired on the bases of socio-ecmomic backgrotmd, ethnic 

heritage, scholarship rating, and age of graduation." The result 

was that leadership persisted; but as the years advanced there 

was a steady decline in le~dership among those who had led during 

their hl.gh school days, and a steady ascent in leadership among 

those 'Who had not led in their high school days (13, pp.9?-107) 

Each of the foregoing experiments answers in part some of the 

questioos raised concerning leadership. Each of the six 

experiments on qualities of leadership contains one or more 

quailties which ie the same or similar to the quailties in one or 

more of the othereJ but no epecial quality appears in all six 

experiments. Even amon g the prisoners there is one quailty

intelligence--which is found amcng the praninent qualities in 

another experiment. 

The leaders in the Spaulding experiment do not suggest their 
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type of leadership, unlees one might imp~ that theirs ie 

head.Jn.tmship--th&t they are "there• and the rest of the group 11 

behind. 

The two experlmen ts oo training show that it ie poseible to 

improve leadership through training. 

In reepmee to the question or whether leadership is lasting, 

the two experiments give an affinnative answer. 

The next chapter contains the writer' a own etud;r which 1a 

ehdl.ar to the above experiments. 
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CHAPI'ER IV 

ORIGINAL STUDY 

Data were obtained from fifteen leaders and fifteen non

loader~ of Albright College students , and eighteen leaders of the 

Oregon State Col~ege student body. The criteria established for 

selection of subjects necessarily limited the number: (1) All 

those selected for the study had been in college four cons ecuti ve 

years; (2) the key office holders were a comparatively small 

group of students; (3) some of the students who would have been 

desirable subjects could not f i nd t ime to t ake t he personality 

inventories because they were taking f i nal examinations i n 

preparation for graduation. As a control group, the non-leaders 

at Albright College were kept at the same number as the leader 

group. The group of leaders to be tested at Oregon State College 

was kept close in number to the number at Albright College. 

Inventory of Factors STOCR 

The first inventory to be given was the "Inventory of Factors 

STDCR" by J. P. Guilford (22) The factors STOOR encompass the 

introversion-extraversion area of personality. The invento~ 

consists of 175 questions answered by encircling either "yes" or 

"no" or a "?" if the person cannot decide or has no preference 

between the two. When completed the inventory was scored with the 

use of the scoring keys which were furnished by the publishers and 
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the C-scores were found on the Guilford-Martin Temperament 

Profile Chart (23). 

The chart consists of C-scores (scaled scores) in an eleven

poi nt scale for each of the Factors STDCR~ C-score 5 r epreeents 

the population mean of college students tested by the authors. 

The scores are interpreted as follows: 

S.- Social Introversion-Extraversion. A person with a high 

C-score is sociable and enjoys the company of others. One with 

a low C-score is shy and withdraws from the company of ot hers. 

T.- Thinking Introversion-Extr aversion. A per son with a 

high C-score is an extrovert. One with a low C-score is an 

introvert, inclined to meditative thinking and analyzing himself. 

D.- Depression. A person with a high C-score is free from 

depression and is cheerful. One with a low C-score is depressed 

and may have a feeling of guilt. 

C.- Cycloid Disposition. A person with a high C-score may be 

free of cycloid tendencies. He has stable emotional reactions. 

One with a low C-score may be strongly emoti onal and tend toward 

instability. 

R.-Rhatlzymia. The person with a high C-score is happy-go

lucky and lively. One with a low C-score has an inhibited 

disposition. 

Extremes in either direction 'of any of these factors may 

indicate maladjustment. 

The range of raw scores and their corresponding C-scores for 
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each of the Tactors STDCR were found for the three groupst (1) 
' 

I~aders of Albright College, (2) non-leaders of Albright College, 

and (3) Leaders of Oregon State College. These are shown 1n 

Table I below. 

According to Table I the C-score range for each factor in 

each of the groups tested extends above and below normal. In 

Factor S(Social Introversian-Rxtraversion) the C-score range of the 

Albr1ght College leadere and the Albright College non-leaders are 

identical w1. th tendency toward introversion. The c-score range of 

the Oregan State College leaders is close to normal at the 

introversion :end but extends into the very maladjustment score at 

the extraversion end. 

In Factor T (Thinking Introversion-Extraversion) the C-score 

ranges of the Albright College leaders and the Oregon State College 

leaders are identical. All three groups are identical in C-score 

en the introversion Elld; but the Albright College non-leaders are 

closer to normal on the extraversion end of the range. 

In Factor D (Depression) the C-score range of the Oregan 

State College leaders is from close to normal an the depression 

end to the highest score on the cheerful end, which indicates some 

mal.adjuetment at tmt md.. The Albright College non-leaders reach 

a lower C-score on the depression end of the range than aither of 

the leader groups. 

In Factor C (Cycloid Disposition) the Albright College leaders 

and Albright. College ncn-leaders are identical, ranging quite far 
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TABLE I 

Range of Raw Scores on the Ouilford Inventory for Factors STDCR 
and of Their Corresponding C-ecores on the Guilford-Martin 
Temperament Profile Chart for the Albright College Leaders, the 
Alhrtght College Non-leaderll, and the Oregon State College 
Leader! 

ACL 4-3S ~~-5<1 2-35 ?-42 19-60 
Raw Score 

range 
ACNt 
OSCL 

4-j9
o=-26 

2'i-4S 
21-50 

9-4j 
1-27 

S-44 
5-32 

22-5! 
28-5? 

ACL 8-2 ?-2 9-3 9-3 2-8 
C-score 
range 

lCNL 
osct 

S=-2 
1<1-4 

6-2 
'7-~ 

S-2 
lQ-4 

9-3 
1o-4 

2::S 
J-9 

C-scorea s T D c R 

10 0 
0 

10 
0 
1 

0 
5 ?0/

9 1 
3 

11 
14 

2 
5 

6 
9 

69 
64 

8 4 
6 

15 
19 

6 
9 

10 
13 

63 
58 

7 
7 

11 
20 
25 

10 
13 

14 
18 

57 
51 

6 12 
17 

26 
31 

14 
18 

19 
24 

50 
44 

18 32 19 25 43 
23 37 25 31 38 

4 
24 
28 

3S 
42 

25 
31 

32 
38 

3? 
30 

29 
33 

43 
47 

32 
38 

39 
46 

29 
23 

2 34 
39 

48 
53 

39 
46 

4? 
52 

22 
16 

1 40 
46 

54 
61 

4? 
52 

53 
58 

15 
10 

0 471 (;{;..f. 54/ 59/ 6 
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above nonnal on the stability end. The Oregon State College 

leaders reach the extreme on the stability end, which may indicate 

sane rra.ladjustment there 1 and are close to normal at the other end. 

In Factor R (Rhathymia) the profile chart has the raw scores 

in reverse order. The Albright College groups are identical in 

C-ecore range. They- go just as far on the happy--go-lucky end of 

the scale as they go on the inhibited end, that is, two scores 

above nornal on one end and two scores below nonnal on the other 

end. The Oregon State College leaders reach a higher C-score on the 

happy-go-lucky end and do not go down so tar on the inhibited end. 

Since the score of one or several individuals could distort 

a range to such an extent that a false picture of the entire group 

might result, the medians have been computed of ·the raw scores of 

the three groups, which is the score above which are half the cases 

and below which are the other half, and the corresponding C-scores 

have been taken trom the profile chart. These medians and their 

corresponding C-ecores are shown in Table II below. 
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TABIE II 

Medians of the Raw Scores on the Guilford Inventory for Factors 
STOCR and Their Corresponding C-scores on the Guilford-l1artin 
Temperament Profile Chart for the Albright College Leaders , the 
Albright College Non-leaders 1 and t he Oregon State College Leaders. 

Test AC leaders AC non-leaders OSC leaders 
Mea. 0-acore Mea. 0-e;core Mea. 0-score 

s 13 6 1.6 6 6.5 8 

T .36 .3 34 3 34.5 3 

D 13 1 18 
... 

6 9.5 8 

c 21 6 24 6 16.5 7 

R 39 5 38 5 40 5 

According to Table II the C-scores of the medians of the 

three groups tested are identical in Factors T (Thinking 

Introversion-Extraversion) and R (Rhathymia). The Albright 

College leaders and the Albright College non-leaders are 

identical in S (Social Introversion-Extraversion) 1 T and R. The 

Oregon State College leaders have a higher C-soore than either of 

the Albright College groups inS, D, and c, the interpretation of 

which suggests that according to the C-scores of the medians the 

Oregon State College leaders rank high in sociabUity1 cheerfulness 1 



emotional stability than either of the Albright College groups. 

The Albright College non-leaders rank lowest of the three groups 

tested on the D (Depression) scale, which suggests that they are 

not so cheerful as the two l eaders groups. 

The means of the raw scores on the Guilford Invent ory for 

Factors STDCR have been canputed, which indicate the average score 

in each factorJ and the corresponding C-scores have been taken 

fran the Guilford-Martin Tenperament Profile Chart. These appear 

in Table III below. 

TABLE Ill 

Means of the Raw Scores on the Guilford Inventory for Factors 
STDCR and Their Cor r esponding C-scores on the Guilford-Martin 
Temperament Profile Chart f or the Leaders and Non-lE=Jaders o! 
Albri ght College and tr~ Leaders of Oregon St ate College . 

Test 
Variable 

AC leaders 
Mean c-ecore 

AC non-leaders 
Mean C-score 

esc leaders 
Mean c-score 

s 16.47 6 18.13 5 9.33 7 

T 38.13 4 35.47 5 34.61 5 

D 16.0 6 19.0 5 10.89 7 

c 21.87 6 23.87 6 16.67 7 

R 38.6 5 38.47 4 43.06 5 

According to Table III the Oregon State College leaders have 

a higher C-score than either of the Albright College groups in S 

(Social Introversion-Extraversion), D (Depression), and C (Cycloid 

Disposition), the interpretati.cn of which suggests that tbey are 

higher 1n sociability, in cheerfulness, and in emotional stability. 

http:interpretati.cn
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They have the same C-score as the Albright College non-leaders 

in T (Thinking Introversion-Extraversion), and the same as the 

Albright College leadere in R (RhathYmia) the happy-go-lucky scale. 

The Albright College leaders are less than either of the other 

groupe tested in the T scale, which indicates that they are more 

introvertive in their thinking. The Albright College non-leaders 

are the least happy-go-lucky of the three groups tested. The 

Albright College non-leaders are equal to the population mean in 

three of Us five factors, one score above the population mean in 

one factor, and one score below it in the other .factor. The Oregm 

State College leaders are equal to the population mean in two 

.factors. According to the C-scores ot the means the Albright 

non-leaders are the most normal. 

Heston Personality Adjustment Inventor,y 

The second inventory to be used was tm Heston Personality 

Adju~rtment Inventory, "which does not purport to give a final or 

irrevocable solution to the assessment of personality, but it does 

provide in convenient, accessible form a significant preliminary 

SUllllilArization of certain traits, thus giving the counselor or 

teacher a basis for further personalized evaluation of the 

indivirtual" (28, p.l) It consists of 270 questions to which the 

individual mewers "yes" or "non. The six traits of personal 

adjustment whlch it measures are analytical thinking, sociability, 

emotional stability, cmfidence, personal relations, and home 
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satisfaction. These are desienated by the letters ASECPH. High 

scores represent good adjustment. The results were scored with 

the keys provided by the publisher. 

The Range of the raw scores of the leaders and non-leaders 

or Albright College and the leaders of Oregon State College on the 

Heston Personal Adjustment Inventoey were computed and appear in 

Table IV below. 

TABIEIV 

Range of the Raw Scores of the Leaders and Non-leaders of Albright 
College and the Leaders of Oregon State College on Traits ASECPH 
on the Heston Personal Adjustment Inventory 

Test Ic leaders Ic non-leaders esc I eaaers 
variable Range Range Range 

A· 20-36 11-32 12-32 

s 7-37 10-37 17-41 

E 15-48 19-43 17-43 

c 17-36 12-36 1.8-40 

p 15-35 1.6-34 20-38 

H 12-54 9-54 20-49 

According to Table IV the AJ..bright College leaders reach a 

higher range score than either of the other groups tested in A 

(analytical thinking) and E (emotional stability). The Oregon 

State College leaders reach higher range score than either of the 

other groupe tested inS (sociability), C (confidence) 1 and P 

(personal relations). On the other extreme of the range the 
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Albrieht College leaders have a range score lower than either 

of the other groups tested inS (sociability}, E (emotional 

stability, and p (personal relations}. The Albright College non

leaders have a range score lower than either of the other groups 

tested in A (analytical thinking} , C (confidence}, and H (home 

satisfaction}. 

In order to make allowance for extremes of individual cases, 

the medians were round for each group. They appear in Table V 

below. 

TABIE V 

Medians for the Traits ASECPH on the Heston Personal Adjustment 
Inventory for Albright College Leaders, Albright College 
Non-leaders, and Oregon State College Leaders 

Test 
variable 

Ac 1eaaers 
Medians 

Ac non-leaders 
Medians 

OSC leaders 
Medians 

A 26 25 29 

s 28 25 )6 

E 3$ 36 33.$ 

c 26 39 33 

p 28 25 27.5 

H 45 40 41.5 

According to Table V the Albright College leaders are hiehest 

in P (personal relations} and H (home satisfaction); the Albright 

College non-leaders are highest in E (emoti onal stability); and the 

Oregon State College leaders are highest in .A. (analytical thinking) 1 

S (sociability}, and C (confidence). The Albright College leaders 
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are lowest in 0 (confidence) J the Alhright College non,..leaders 

are lowest of the three groups in A (analytical thinking) 1 S 

(sociability) 1 P (personal relations, and H (home satisfaction). 

The Oregon State College leaders are lowest in E (emotional 

stabillty) • 

The means of the raw scores on the Heston Personal 

Adjustment Il'IV'entory appear in Table VI below. 

TABLE VI 

Means of the Raw Scores for the Traits ASECPH on the Heston 
Personal Adjustment Inventory for Alhright College Leaders, the 
Albright College Non-leaders, and the Oregon State College Leaders 

Test lC leaders AO non-leaders OSC-leaders 
variable Means Means Means 

.A. 26.07 23.60 26.88 

s 26.47 23.93 32.83 

E 34.67 35.l3 32.89 

c 26.oo 26.26 31.22 

p 26.67 26.07 29.11 

H 41.35 39.80 40.94 

According to Table VI the Albright College leaders rank higher 

than either of the other groups tested in H (home satisfaction); 

the Albright College non-leaders raru{ highest of t he three groups 

tested in E (emotional stability); and the Oregon State College 

leaders rank highest of the three groups in A (analytical thinking), 

S (eociabUity) 1 C (confidence), P (personal relations), and H 
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(home satisfaction). The Oregon State College leaders rank 

lowest of the three groupe in E (emotional stability). 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personal Inventor.y 

The third inventory to be given was "The Minnesota 

Multiphasic Personal Inventor.y", by Starke Hathaway and J. 

Charnley McKinley. It "is a psychometric instrument designed 

ultimately to provide, in a single teet, scores on all tne more 

important phases of personalitY" (26, p.5) It ccnsists of 550 

statements wh1.ch the individual m.swers •true" or "false" about 

himsel!, or "cannot say" if' he cannot decide between them. It is 

baeed on tb3 scores of' nine clinical scales; h.ypochcndriasis (Hs), 

depression (D), qysteria (qy), psychopat~c deviate (Pd), 

masculinity-f&mi.ninity (Mf'), paranoia (Pa), psychasthenia (Pt), 

schizophrenia (Sc), and lzy"pomania (Ma). The keys furnished by the 

publisher were used to detennine tne raw scares and to convert 

them into T scores for ana~sis. 

The range of the T scores was found for each group, namely, 

the Albright College leaders, the Albright College non-leaders, and 

the Oregcn State College leaders. They are sh0111 in Table VII 

below. High scores in these variables are not so favorable as 

lower scores. It is possible for the scales to change or show 

variability if' the individual is retested due to a change in his 

pereonalt.tr. 

http:pereonalt.tr
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TABIE VII 

Range of T Scores on the Minnesota Multiphasic Persona.Lit.y 
Inventor,r for the Albright College Leaders, the Albright College 
Non-leaders, and the Oregon State Coliege Leaders 

AC leaden AC Non-leaden OOC leaders 
1'ar1abJ.e Ran~e Range Ran ge 

Teet 

Hs 39-62 44•70 44-67 

D 38-6? 38-80 34-60 

Jtr 45-67 44-67 45-82 

Pd 32-86 3~ 39-74 

Mf 41-100 34-71 32-BO 

Pa 5o-65 44-62 41-76 

pt 43-64 42-77 33-?3 

Sc 43-84 34-101 37-78 

J&!t. 4o-83 40-75 38-81 

According to Table VII tne Albright College leaders reach a 

lrl.gher range score than either of the other groups tested in the 

following scales; psychopathic deviate, masculinity-.te'lllininity, 

and l'zy'poms.nia. At the other end of the range they are lower than 

the other groups tested in the hypochondriasis and psychopathic de

viate scales. The Albright College non-loo.ders reach a higher 

range score tha'l either of tne other groups tested in tne following 

scalest h;rpochondriasis, depression, psychasthenia, and 

schizophrenia. They are lower tnan the others at the other md of 

the range in eysteria and schizophrenia. The Oreg<n State College 
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leaders reach a higher range score than either of the other 

groups tested in the following scaless hysteria and paranoia. 

They reach a lower score than either of the other groups in 

depression, masculinity-femininity, paranoia, and hypomania. It 

is interesting to note that each of the groups tested has the 

highest ae well as the lowest range score in one of the scales. 

Among the Albright College leaders it is psychopathic deviate; 

among the Albright College non-leaders it is schizophrenia; and 

among the Oregon State College leaders it is paranoia. It is also 

interesting to note that there are no ranges in any of the groups 

where the scores are very close together. The widest range is in 

the schizophrenia scale of the non-leaders with its difference of 

sixty-seven points from the lowest to the highest score. 

The medians of the T scores were found and appear in Table 

VIII below. 

In Table VIII the Albright College leaders have the highest 

median of the groups tested in masculinity-femininity; the 

Albright College non-leaders have a higher median than the other 

three groups in depression, psychopathic deviate, and hypomania; 

and the Oregon State College leaders are higher than the others 

in hypochondriasis, hysteria, paranoia, and psychasthenia. Since 

high scores in this inventory are not so favorable as low scores 

those are the scales in which each is less normal than the o~hars. 
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TABU~ VIII 

Medians of the T Scores on the Minnesota. Multiphasic Pereonallty 
Inventor,y for the Leaders and Non-leaders of Albright College 
and tne Leaders of Oregon State College 

Teet AC leaders Ic non-leaders asc leaders 
Variable Medians Medians Medians 

Hs 48 52 53 

D 48 49 48 

Ry 56 56 60.5 

Pd .so 60 ss.s 
yr 63 57 59 

Pa 56 50 59 

pt 52 50 57 . 

Sc 52 50 55.5 

ltL 55 57 56.5 

According to the low or more favorable scores the ilbright 

College leaders are better adjusted than either of the otr~r 

groups tested in the following scales: l:zypochandriasis, 

psychope.thic deviate, and hypomania. They are equal to the Oregon 

State College leaders in depression and equal to the Albright 

College non-leaders in hysteria. The Oregon State College leaders 

do not have a median in any scale which is lower (more favorable) 

than the medians in the sal'!le scales of the other grrups tested. 

The means of the T scores on the nine multiphasic scales were 

found end are ehown in Table IX below. 
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TABIE IX 

Means of the T scores for the Albright College Leaders and 
Non-leaders and the Oregon State College Leaders for each of the 
Nine Multiphasic Scales 

Test XC leaders lC non-leaders OOC leaders 
'n\riable Means Means Means 

Ha 50.13 53.87 54.28 

D 50.93 51.73 49.0 

~ 56.~0 56.67 &:;.67 

Pd 56.27 56.13 58.ll 

),tf' 63.40 56.67 59.6? 

Pa 55.80 51.00 59.5 

pt 53.13 51.60 56.72 

sc 57.00 57.40 55.56 

l6a 56.6o 54.73 58.61 

According to the means in Table IX the Albright College 

leaders have a more unfavorable score than either of the other 

two groups in masculinity-femininity, and have a more favorable 

score than either of them in hypochondriasis and hysteria. The 

Albright College ncn-leaders have a more tmfavorable score than 

either of the other grcups in depressicn and schizophrenia, and 

have a ~ore favorable score than either of the groups in 

psychopathic deviate, masculinity-femininity, paranoia, 

psychasthenia, and .hypomania. The Oregon State College leaders 

have more unfavorable accres than either of' the Albright groups 
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in six of the nine scales, namely, nypochondriasis, hysteria, 

psychopathic deviate, paranoia, psychasthenia, and nypomania. 

They have more favorable scores than the other two groups in 

depression and schizophrenia. According to the moan scores in 

this inventory the Albright College non-leaders are the most 

normal of the three groups tested. 

Positions of Leadership 

The writer drew up a scale of points for positions of 

leadership held by the leaders of Albright College and Oregon 

State College. These are listed in Table X below. 

The greatest number of points have been allotted to the two 

highest officers on campus, namely, student body organization 

president and editor-in-chief of a school publication. Committee 

chairmen and committee members have been limited to committees 

which are active all year rather than a temporary committee for one 

event. Cabinet and board members have been included because not 

only do they have to attend the cabinet and board meetings but 

they have to make reports to the groups which they represent, 

which ordinarily requires the taking of notes. A committee 

member is included because h& has to take active part in the worke 

A mere member of an activity is not an officer. 
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TABlE X 

Student Officer ~luation List 

Position Pointe 

Student body organization president •••••••••••••••••••••• 100 

Editor-in-chief of school publication ••••••••••••••••••• 100 

Editor, director, captain, manager,
president (not of student body) ••••••••••••••••••••• ?5 

Assistant editor, vice-president •••••••••••••••••••••••• 60 

Secretaey • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • 50 

Treasurer ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 40 

Senator, councilor, advisor ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 

Cabinet member, board member •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 

Committee chairman (if all year) •••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 

Committee member (if all year) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15 

The range, median, and mean of each of the two leader groups 

1n the evaluation of officers held appear in Table XI below. 

TABlE XI 

Range, Median, and Mean of the Albright College Leaders and the 
Oregon State College Leaders in the Evaluation of Offices Held 

.A.C leaders <l3C leaders 

Range 4~50 

Median 

Mean 

) 
•I 
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There is a wider range of points amoog too Oregcn State 

College leaders than among those of Albright College. The lowest 

number on the Oregon State ecRle :ts eighty-five points beneath 

that of Albright College end the highest number is fifty points 

ahove that of Albright College. The median, or hal! way number, 

of the Albright College leadere is considerably higmr than that 

of the Oregon State College leaders indicating that a larger 

number of the Albright College leaders have a greater number of 

points than those of Oregm State College. The mean, or average, 

of the poin ta also shows that the Albright. College leaders have 

more office holder points per student than those of Oregon State 

College. 

A 8\lJIIDar,y of this chapter will appear in Chapter v. 

l 
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CHAPTER V 

FniDINGS AND CONCLt5IONS 

Findings 

Favorable characteristics i n which each of the tested groups 

equaled or excelled the other groups in the medians and means ot 

the three inventories appear in Tables In, XIII, and XIV 

respectively, which follows • 

TABlE XII 

Favorable Characteristics Resulting f rom the C-scores of the 
Guilford-Martin Profile Chart for Factors STOOR in which Each 
Group Equaled or Excelled One or Both of the Other Groups 

Item AC leaders AC non-leaders OSC l eader s 

Extrovert Extr over t Extrovert 

Median 
Happy-go-luclcy' Happy-go-lucky Happy-go-lucky 

Sociable 
Cheerf ul 
Stable 

Extrovert Extrovert 

Mean 
Happy-go-lucky' Happy- go-lucky' 

Sociable 
Cheerful 
Stable 

In Table lli favorable characteristics of Factors STDCR which 

are duplicated in the median and the mean C-scores on the Guilford

Martin Temperament Profile Chart are, f or the Albright College 

leaders 1 "M-ppy-go-luc'ky"; for the Albright College non-leaders 1 

"extrovert"J and for the Oregon State College leaders, "extrovert," 

11 happy-go-luok;y1 " "sociable," "cheer.tul," and "stable." Among the 
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Albrip,ht College leaders the median is ae extrovertive as the 

median of the Albright College non-leaders and the Oregon State 

College leadere, but thA mean (or average) of the group does not 

equal nor exceed the mean ol' either of the other groups tested in 

that characteristic. In the Albright College non-leader group 

the median is as "happy-go-lucky" as the median of tre Albright 

College leaders and the Oregon State College leaders, but the 

mean of the group does not equal nor exceed the means of the 

other two groups in tmt cnaracteristic. The Oregon State College 

leaders equal or exceed the Albright College groups in the median 

and mean of f!'Tery factor. 
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TABLE XIll 

Favorable Characteristics Resulting from the Heston Inventor,y of 
Tra.i ts ASECPH in Which Each Group Equaled or Excelled cne or Both 
of the Other Oroupe in the Means and Medians 

I tea AC leaders AC non-leaders OOC leaders 

Analythi cal 
thinking 

Sociability 
Emotional 

Median Stability 
Confidence 

Perscnal 
relaticns 

Home satisfaction 
Analytical 

thinking 
Sociability 

Emotional 
Kean Stability 

Confidence 
Personal 

relations 
Home satisfaction 

In Table XIII tne favorable characteristics which are 

duplicated in the medians and means are, for the Albright College 

leaders, "home satisfaction"; for the Albright. College non-leaders, 

"emotional stability"; anct for the Oregon State College leaders, 

"analytical thinking," "sociability," and "confidence." In the 

Albright College leader group the median is higher than tnat of 

the Albright College noo-leaders and the Uregoo State College 

leaders in "personal relations," but the mean does not rank higher 

than the means of the other two groups tested. In the Oregon State 

College leader group the mean has •persooal relat1.ons• as one of 
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its outstanding characteristics, but the median in that 

characteristic does not exceed the medians of the Albright College 

groups. 

For the Minnesota Multiphasic Personal Inventory the lower 

scores, which are the more favorable, have been used. According 

to Table XIV, which follows, the characteristics which are 

duplicated in the medians and means are, for the Albright College 

loaders, "hypochondriasis" and hysteria"; for the Albright 

College non-leaders, "masculinity-!'enrl.ninity," "paranoia," and 

psychasthenia"; and for the Oregon State College leaders, 

"depression." Interpreting these it would seem that the Albright 

College leaders are not so worried about their health and have 

the least hysteria symptoms of the groups tested; the Albright 

College non-leaders are the most normal in sex interest, the least 

suspicious, and have the fewest phobias; and the Oregon State 

College leaders have the most confidence in themselves. 
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TABlE XIV 

C~~racteriatics Resulting from the T scores of the Minnesota 
Multiphasic personality Inventory in Which Each Group Gave as 
Favorable or More Favorable Responses Than the Other Groups 

Item AC leaders - AC non-leaders OSC leaders 

Hypochonariasii 
Depression Depression 
Hysteria Hysteria 
Psychopathic 

Median Dev. Masculinity-rem. 
Paranoia 
Psychasthenia 
Schizophrenia 

~omania 
ochonC&iiSis 

Depression 
Hysteria 

Psychopathic dev. 
Mean Masculinity-rem. 

Paranoia 
Ps ychas then:i.a 

Schizophrenia 
Hypomania 

In activity points the Albright College leaders average per 

student 78.66 more points than the Oregon State College Leaders 

who were tested. 

An over-all picture of the three groups appears in Table rl 

below. Accordingly only one of the outstanding characteristics 

of the Albright College leaders is also outstanding among the 

Oregon State College leaders 1 na~ly1 "happy-go-lucky." Tffi 

non-leaders have two which are like those among tffi Oregon State 

College leaders, namely, "extrovert" and "stability." 
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TABLE VI 

Outeta.nding Favorable Characteristics of the Albright College 
Leaders 1 the Albright College Non-leaders 1 and the Oregon State 
Leaders on the Three Inventoriesa Guilford, Heston, and 
Minnesota Multiphasic 

Inventory J.C leaders A.C non-leaders OSC leaders 

~ocia.b!B 
Extrovert Extrovert 

Guilford Cheerful 
Stable 

Happy-go-lucq HapPy-go-lucq 
Analytical 

thinking 
Sociability 

Heston Emotional 
stability 

Confidence 
Home satisfac

t.ion 
Not undulY 
worried about 
realth 

Self-
confidence 

Normal symptoms 
Minnesota of qysteria 
Multiphasic Normal sex 

interest 
Not unduly 

suspicious 
No outstanding 

phobias 

Conclusions 

Some of the qualities, especiallY of the Oregon State College 

leaders 1 are similar to those in the excerpts of other writers. 

Tead(p. 6) and McCuen (p.9) include 11 intelligencell as a quality 

associated with leadership, and Sanderson (p.8) includes 

l "superior mental abUity." In the list of qualities associated 

i -
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with tho leaders of Oregon State College there is "analytical 

thinking," which requires intelligence or superior mental 

ability. The three groups in the present study were not given 

a special intelligence test to determine how they rate in that 

factor. "Self-confidence" is included in Sanderson's (p.8) list; 

"self-confidence" in that of I:nvin ( p.9); and "confidence" as well 

as "self-confidence" in the Oregon State College list. 

Among the experiments in Chapter III, Middleton (p.22) has 

listed "Intelligence" and Sociability", which are similar to the 

Oregon State College "analytical thinking" and "sociable"; Dexter 

(p.22) lists "good disposition" and "pleasing personality," 

Flemming (p.23) includes "intelligence"; Burnett (p.24) i ncludes 

"pleasing personality"; and Clemmer (p.2$) states that the leaders 

among the prisoners were "more intelligent" than the non-leaders. 

From the foregoing comparisons it would seem that three 

traits are persistent among leaders: intelligence, confidence, 

and pleasing personality. In the groups tested the Oregon State 

College leaders seem to meet all of these qualifications f or their 

outstanding characteristics are analytical tlunking, sociable, 

confidence, extrovert, cheerful, stable, and happy-go-lucky, home 

satisfaction, not unduly worried about health, and normal 

symptoms of hysteria: but as was stated above, the personality of 

the non-leaders might also be considered pleasing for they are the 

most nonnal of the three groups in sex interest, psychasthenia, 

and hypomania; they rank high as extroverts; and are emotionally 



stable. Hanawalt nnd Richardson (p.23) found that their leaders 

wore "better adjusted" than the non-leaders and that there was 

no difference in "sociability41 among the leaders and non-leaders. 

The types of leadership in the present study were not deter

mined. nor were the leaders trained. Time will tell whether or 

not their leadership ability will be enduring. 

The combination of inventories in the present study 

discloses only one special trait which the two groups of leaders 

have in camnon and which are lacking in the non-leaders 1 namely, 

"happy-go-lucky." Evidence from this study wruld indicate that 

the differences found as a result of each inventory would 

caution against placing too much weight on a single inventory. 

Additional or other conbinaticns of inventories or tests might 

be tried to determine whether they agree on specific traits of 

character. Perhaps the so-called leaders in this study are mere 

headmen holding a position of leadership, or perhaps certain 

students with real leadership ability are overbalanced by others 

who lack that ability. A suggestion for further study would be 

to find some means of determining how well the so-called leaders 

have performed their duties of leadership, set up a neTrr 

category or standard to designate which ones might be called 

leaders 1 and then test them against a group of non-leaders. 

j 

1 
1 

' 
l 
l 
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